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Important Notice:
Please read the sections below viz “Legal Disclaimer” “Representation and Warranties” and “Disclaimer of Liabilities” before proceeding to the other sections
of this whitepaper.
Legal Disclaimer
This “Ideavis Coin ICO White paper” does not constitute an offer document and comprises forward looking statements and representations, thus, this whitepaper
serves solely as an informational document detailing the features, functions and various components of the Ideavis Coin including the Ideavis Coin technical
specifications, modus operandi, Ideavis coin ICO process and purpose, and Ideavis Coin platform and its extended ecosystem and this whitepaper is by no
means a prospectus, solicitation, or invitation to invest in Ideavis Coin or participate in Ideavis Coin ICO. This whitepaper is strictly not an advisory and this whitepaper or any part of it does not serve any similar intent; neither this whitepaper nor any part of it for the fact of its presentation should form the basis of, or be
relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision whatsoever.
Representation and Warranties:
All Ideavis Coin Users, Ideavis coin ICO participants, and anybody to whom this whitepaper may concern in all conceivable possibilities understand:
(i) that this whitepaper is not an investment document or a prospectus, solicitation or invitation to invest and that it comprises forward looking statements with
no intent to misrepresent facts and also that they should not be considered as a basis to invest or participate with IDEAVIS coin in any way whatsoever.
(ii) that this white paper is also changeable and is susceptible to regular updates, edits, addition, omission and any kind of modification from time to time and
is subject to sole discretion of the Ideavis Coin team.
(iii) that Any kind of notification, sharing cause or intent, informing, discussing, or reaching a consensus with anybody including the Ideavis coin holders, or
other Ideavis Coin stakeholders is a non requisite either as a procedure or formality, giving Ideavis Coin Team a full discretion in regards to the point (i) above.
(iv) that the Ideavis Coin Team comprises only the active members with a designated role in the Ideavis Coin Team listed in the white paper. It does not include
“Advisors”, Contributors, or anybody who is not listed as an active Team Member with designated role in the Ideavis Coin Team.
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(v) that this whitepaper is also not a legal document and it has not been examined or approved by any legal authority and dissemination, distribution or publication (print and online) of this whitepaper or any of its parts is not an implication of the fact that any legally binding and applicable rules and regulations have
been complied with.
(vi) investing in cryptocurrencies involves a high risk and,
(vii) that no part of this white paper is to be disseminated, distributed or published without these three sections viz “Legal Disclaimer” “Representation and Warranties” and “Disclaimer of Liabilities”.
Disclaimer of Liabilities:
The Ideavis Coin Team members, advisors, moderators, or all those associated with development and execution of the Ideavis Coin shall not be liable for any
direct or indirect, incidental or consequential losses that you may incur as a result of participating in Ideavis Coin ICO, relying on the information presented in
this whitepaper or any part of it, or by having any kind of association with Ideavis Coin financially or otherwise and that the Ideavise Coin team members, advisors, moderators, or all those associated with development and execution of the Ideavis Coin are exempt from any such liability to the maximum extent of law.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ideavis Coin derives its name from a conjugation of two powerful words, Ideas and Vision. True to its name, to the core of the philosophy that has inspired the
creation of the Ideavis coins is a committed effort to foster a community-driven platform that would contribute to further the development of shapeshifting innovative ideas.
Disrupting the current trends, Ideavis Coin aims at bringing together cryptocurrency stakeholders from across the spectrum to propel new ideas and introduce
structural changes to push cryptocurrencies closer to its mainstream adoption. In a nutshell, Ideavis Coins will be the future of community-driven reward-based
cryptocurrencies.
Unlike traditional cryptocurrencies, Ideavis Coin offers unique value proposition to its users by offering a threefold advantage:
(i) Ideavis Coin users get to benefit from consistent rewards through a defined profit sharing mechanism which provides for a passive income to all Ideavis coin
users.
(ii) Ideavis Coin empowers its users as it allows them active role in shaping the Ideavis Coin business model as decision making is fully decentralized and community-based. The community has all the potential to decide the future of Ideavis Coins.
(iii) Ideavis Coin offers multiple unique and value added features like free peer to peer fund transfer, monthly rewards and benefits, enhanced flexibility by offering 3 distinct IDEAVIS COIN products including, a dedicated mining farm, an innovative investment corridor and advanced Ideavis Coin APP.
The Ideavis Coins is developed as a go-to progressive cryptocurrency for both cryptocurrency enthusiasts and seasoned investors eliminating the complexities
and risks that one faces with traditional cryptocurrencies. Most importantly, Ideavis Coin ecosystem is robust and highly secure with ability to process multiple
transactions in fraction of a second. The Ideavis Coin consensus mechanisms is two-fold; proof of work (PoW), the acquisition of Ideavis Coins and proof of
stake (PoS) the Idea Vision corporate entity.
The Ideavis Coin platform also offers an interactive and easy-to-follow interface making it easier for users, particularly for those lacking an advance experience
with using cryptocurrencies. While the Ideavis Coin App allows users to store and exchange cryptocurrencies, it features a highly secure open source wallet,
peer-to-peer fund transfer, exchange and purchase of major cryptocurrencies like Bitcoins and Ethereum, voting mechanism to participate in decision making
processes, and more.
This whitepaper encapsulates a detailed overview of IDEAVIS Coin ecosystem and the Ideavis Coin ICO. It explains the Ideavis Coin’s functionality, products and
revenue streams, modus operandi, the operational aspects including the coin’s technical specifications, profit sharing, products, user benefits, Team Info, ICO
details and more.
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INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the revolutionary Blockchain technology has been remarkable, it has a) completely redefined the peer to peer fund transfer processes, b) introduced us to a new concept of virtual currency, and c) with the wave of second generation of cryptocurrencies pioneered by Ethereum - allowing creation of smart
contracts - we are now witnessing more and more businesses integrating blockchain technology for enhanced security and transparency. While digital currencies
have witnessed an unprecedented surge in popularity post 2017, it has also become a preferred investment choice of both individual and institutional investors.
With investment giants like Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan entering the crypto investment market, it is more than clear that cryptocurrencies are not going
anywhere, contrary to popular criticism of being a bubble. Moreover, research suggest that a high percentage of millenials and young investors prefer digital
currencies over traditional stock. A report published by Forbes claims that more than 1 in 4 millennials prefer Bitcoin to Stocks. The cumulative market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies is well over $400 billion and is expected to hit a trillion dollars in less than a year.
These figures strongly indicate at the prospects of cryptocurrencies and subsequently Blockchain-based projects.
However, there also lingers a significant risk with digital currencies which includes market volatility, various technical complexities, limited usability, and of course
vulnerability to rampant scams followed by other controversies embroiling the world of Blockchain and cryptocurrencies. One of the biggest challenges for any
investor today is to find a currency that not only offers a relief mechanism from the floating market prices that adversely impact their crypto asset valuation, but
also a currency that allows them to have control over their investments.
Identifying the needs of both seasoned investors and enthusiasts, with “Ideavis Coins”, we strive to create an alternative digital coin that transcends in functionality. That means that the ‘IDEAVIS COIN’ Ecosystem not only allows safe and secure peer-to-peer fund transfer, but it also safeguards your crypto assets against
unwanted market volatility and price fluctuations by offering systematic and proportionate returns based on coin ownership coupled with additional superior flexibility to be a part of and benefit from multiple innovative blockchain driven projects. Capitalizing on the latest Blockchain Technology, we have developed Ideavis
Coins as a decentralized currency that allows for ultra-fast and highly secure transaction processing with a publicly verifiable solid smart contract. One of the
core ideas that drives the IDEAVIS COIN platform is to seek meaningful engagement with its users allowing them to actively participate in decision making
processes.
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INTRODUCTION
Unlike traditional cryptocurrencies, IDEAVIS COIN ecosystem powered
by the Ideavis Coins creates a passive source of income for its users.
Three distinct revenue segments with subtle profit generation mechanism include: Mining Farm, A dedicate IDEAVIS COIN App, and An
Innovative Investment Corridor through which funds are channelled to
propel new and innovative projects. IDEAVIS COIN offers a clear profit-sharing mechanism wherein the earnings are proportionately shared
based on the %age IDEAVIS Coin Holdings. While users have access to
decentralized ledgers they can also monitor and actively participate in
decision making processes. A dedicated IDEAVIS COIN APP, loaded
with multiple innovative features will facilitate fund transfer and
purchase and exchange of all major cryptocurrencies at negligible
costs. There is also an exciting secret project that is reserved and will be
made public at a later stage.
IDEAVIS COIN is a investor-driven platform that allows its users to benefit from increasing returns on their crypto assets. The IDEAVIS COIN is
designed to take the financial industry to a next level and serve as a
money machine for IDEAVIS COIN users. Unlike other projects that use
the technology for easy fundraising, IDEAVIS COIN aims to strengthen
and expand the blockchain investment system itself by eliminating the
challenges facing both average and serial investors.
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INVESTOR’S PAIN POINTS:
DISCUSSING THE CHALLENGES
Investing in cryptocurrencies and digital tokens have their own risks which depending upon the project portfolio may vary. If you ask whether investing in cryptocurrencies is profitable, the answer is a convincing yes. But there are certain key challenges facing both individual and institutional investors which is common
to most traditional cryptocurrencies. The fact that cryptocurrencies are technically developed digital assets, the ultra-dynamic and constantly evolving technology
with continuous new developments makes it difficult for an average investor to stay updated which leads to specific constraints and challenges. In the process
of developing the IDEAVIS COINS we have thoroughly researched, analysed, and studied the risks and the problems facing both average and seasoned investors. With our unique IDEAVIS COINS we propose to successfully eliminate these challenges making cryptocurrency investments more secure, profitable and scalable in the long run for all medium and large investors. Let’s have a quick look at an investor’s major pain points:
Combating Market Volatility : Unlike Fiat Currencies like the US dollars or the Euro, cryptocurrencies can be extremely volatile, to the extent that within a matter
of hours the market price of a digital currency can lose up to 50% or more. While Bitcoins were hitting US$ 20,000 in December 2017, currently they are trading
$8000 +- on major cryptocurrency exchanges. This indicates that not even the top traditional cryptocurrency is immune to market volatility. Also, as the market
prices of the token currencies depend on factors beyond the control of a token holder it is impossible to combat the fluctuating prices.
Uncertain And Vague Profit Distribution: Most blockchain-based projects have a vague proposition of the profit sharing, that is only if they have a profit sharing
mechanism in the first place. The investors have to rely solely on the market prices to register a virtual profit. The ownership of a certain number or percentage
of tokens doesn’t guarantee any profit distribution for it is subject to an open market mechanism where any asset appraisal depends on the token’s market price
hike.
Vulnerability To Scams : As cryptocurrency market is expanding at a quantum pace there are also fake and scam projects mushrooming to trap investors. Due
to the technical nature of these projects, it is often difficult for an investor to verify the credentials and details and decide between the good, bad and ugly. A well
researched report by The Atlantic reveals the menace that these Ponzi schemes revolving around the blockchain technology have become draining millions of
dollars in matter of just few years.
Limited Use : Most cryptocurrencies are developed as a touch point connecting or facilitating transactions within a fixed ecosystem with a specific purpose. That
makes them extremely limited in use; apart from spending it on the same platform or using the services offered. Limited usability makes crypto assets immobile,
often suffocating in the wallets with only real and tangible profit coming from any supposed future price increase subject to performance of one single project.
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INVESTOR’S PAIN POINTS:
DISCUSSING THE CHALLENGES
No Role In Decision Making: Purchasing any cryptocurrency through
ICOs does not empower the token holders to participate in any decision
making process of the business. It is ironical that while they are the one
investing for furthering the project, in most cases the investors have
absolutely no control in the corporate line.
Technical Complexities: Cryptocurrencies are new, yet evolving, and can
be highly technical to use. Most blockchain-based projects are too complex and often beyond the grasp of an average investor let alone those
who are absolutely new to cryptocurrencies. This makes it difficult for
investors to utilize their crypto assets to their fullest potentials. Also,
because the technology is constantly evolving, it is extremely difficult to
keep track of the new developments and hence it is likely that most
investors miss on the best opportunities. For example, participating in
top ICOs can be difficult for an average individual investor as it involves
complex processes such as e-kyc, restricted payment methods, getting
whitelisted well in advance before the ICO due date and not to mention
the restricted access to ICO pre and private sales where startups offer
top benefits and bonuses.
Making An Investment Choice And Managing Investment Portfolios With a range of options available it is more than confusing and tedious
to make an investment decision and choose from literally thousands of
all existing and new blockchain-based projects hitting the market every
week. The fact is you shouldn’t put all your eggs in one basket but that
comes with an additional responsibility of having to manage a varied
cryptocurrency portfolio of several different tokens. This can be overwhelming and would require a certain level of expertise with pinching
expenses. It acts as a major constraint and restricts cryptocurrency users
and investors from being able to spread their investments to mitigate
risks and maximize returns.
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IDEAVIS COINS : MAXIMIZE ROI ON
YOUR CRYPTO ASSETS
With IDEAVIS COINS we have eliminated the pertinent problems facing cryptocurrency investors. It is developed to be immune to any market volatility and price
fluctuations, thus, providing for a consistent and sustainable returns based on percentage holding of ideavis coins while also allowing for peer-to-peer fund
transfer and exchange. The IDEAVIS COIN ecosystem features a robust and easy to use intuitive app that will facilitate fund transfers and it comes along with a
highly secure user wallet.
Disrupting the widely prevalent model of generating profit through market price appreciation of the tokens, IDEAVIS COINS do not rely on the market dynamics
making it a unique currency which offers a consistent passive income.
Fixed Profit Sharing Model - IDEAVIS COIN Ecosystem is based on a well-defined and fixed profit sharing model. This means that users can own ideavis coins
and continue to get returns based on the % of coins they hold. A significant 39% of all profits generated through each revenue model is directly allocated for
profit distribution with IDEAVIS COIN holders. As the revenue model is flexible and not reliant on one single activity or performance of a particular business or
model, it makes IDEAVIS Coins more secure and scalable both in terms of infrastructure and revenue generation.
Participate In Decision Making - The core of the business philosophy that has inspired us to create IDEAVIS COIN is to make a platform that is inherently inclusive
in its execution. Our users can participate in the decision making and play an active role in shaping the IDEAVIS COIN policies. Moreover, based on Blockchain
technology the platform already features decentralized ledgers which makes it more transparent and easily verifiable. Also, the exclusive IDEAVIS COIN APP
hosts a unique feature that allows users to vote and share their opinion and views with the community.
Advanced Security - One of the major concerns that we have particularly focussed on while developing the IDEAVIS COIN ecosystem is security. The Ideavis Coins
Smart contract has been thoroughly verified and tested. With our own API for the IDEAVIS COIN APP we eliminate any reliance on third party services which
makes it more secure. Also, it makes the APP ‘evolution compatible’ which means that without compromising the usability or functionality we can integrate and
develop the app further adding new and advanced features. With continuously evolving technology the dedicated API makes it easy to integrate latest developments into the platform.
Hassle-Free Portfolio Management - With over 1400 different cryptocurrencies exchanging ownership on popular exchanges, making choices to invest and
subsequently managing the investments is a challenge and can often be exasperating. With the dedicated APP, IDEAVIS COIN users get to channelize their investments in multiple projects with one single IDEAVIS COIN. The advanced, user-friendly IDEAVIS COIN APP also helps our users to keep track of their investment
- all within the reach of their finger-tips.
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HOW IT WORKS
The IDEAVIS COIN platform is easy to use with a simple easy-to-follow execution model that does not require any particular technical skill on the part of its
users. To be a part of the IDEAVIS COIN ecosystem users can purchase the
IDEAVIS COINS and get access to the IDEAVIS COIN APP. The IDEAVIS COINS
can also be used as a virtual currency for exchange and fund transfers. For
profit generation IDEAVIS COIN does not rely on one single activity. Users earn
profits from three different revenue models which are
A. Proceeds from reinvestment in dedicated mining farms.
B. Profits collected from the IDEAVIS COIN APP from certain transaction
processing charges and feature subscriptions.
C. Benefitting from redirected investments to multiple new and innovative
blockchain projects.
The Ideavis Coin users are rewarded by sharing the profits generated. These
profits are shared proportionately with all Ideavis coin users. A minimum
investment of $3000 worth of Ideavis coins or above is required to qualify for
the fixed profit sharing. The users are free to withdraw their profits/investments
anytime. However, the commission/ profits are paid out once every month.
Therefore, any withdrawal of investment before completion of 30 days, will
disqualify the user to get the benefits for that particular month. The 15th of
every month is the payout date on which all accumulated rewards and benefits
are credited proportionately to our entitled user’s wallets.
Limited Use : Most cryptocurrencies are developed as a touch point connecting
or facilitating transactions within a fixed ecosystem with a specific purpose.
That makes them extremely limited in use; apart from spending it on the same
platform or using the services offered. Limited usability makes crypto assets
immobile, often suffocating in the wallets with only real and tangible profit
coming from any supposed future price increase subject to performance of one
single project.
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IDEAVIS COIN PRODUCTS AND FEATURES
IDEAVIS COIN offers three exclusive products for scalable revenue generation, profits from which are to be distributed proportionately to the coin holders. With
traditional blockchain projects the proceeds from typical fundraising events is utilized to develop an idea and a dedicated token is used as the virtual currency
across the platform. The fate and future of that currency is completely dependent on the performance of one single project. IDEAVIS COIN is a unique Cryptocurrency that is developed to make reinvestments in blockchain based profit generating activities and investment opportunities, ensuring a definite return and maximum profitability.
1. Dedicated Mining Farm: IDEAVIS COIN MINING FARM will be a dedicated setup equipped with the latest technology including advanced hardware quintessential to smooth and profitable crypto mining. The Mining Farm will be monitored by performance driven experts with years of experience mining ‘profitable’
cryptocurrencies. In addition to profits the setup will help cover all operational costs including electricity, rent, staff costs, servers and more. What makes IDEAVIS
COIN Mining Farm stand out and ahead of average farms is our unique and exclusive algorithm that allows our miners to automatically jump to the crypto
currencies, which are just lucrative to mining, and consequently ensuring consistent output with maximum profitability.
The surplus revenue automatically trickles down to IDEAVIS COIN users with our fixed profit sharing model.
Excerpt - “ 10% of the funds will be allocated for developing the advance mining farm located in Iceland. A fixed percentage of profits is also dedicated to
expanding and upgrading the Mining farm for best results and higher returns.”
2. IDEAVIS COIN APP - The IDEAVIS COIN platform has a dedicated IDEAVIS COIN APP hosting an advanced multi-crypto user wallet for storage and
exchange of IDEAVIS COINS including other major and popular cryptocurrencies like the Bitcoins, Ethereum and more. All IDEAVIS coin holders will get access
to our dedicated app through which they can purchase, transfer, and exchange cryptocurrencies on the go, right from their desktop or mobile devices. The App
supports both the Android and IoS operating systems which makes it compatible with all popular mobile devices. The UI and and navigation features have been
specifically designed to make it easy for non-technical and new cryptocurrency users.
One of the most exclusive features of the IDEAVIS COIN APP is that it allows users to purchase cryptocurrencies with fiat currency. This will not only eliminate the
hassles of purchasing base currency like Bitcoin and Ethereum if one needs to purchase other cryptocurrencies (most exchanges and existing apps do not support
fiat currencies), but will also save them from unnecessary expenses towards conversion and transaction charges. The IDEAVIS COIN app will offer a very competitive transaction processing fee to incentivize both new and experienced cryptocurrency users inspiring them to use the advanced App for cashless sharing of
costs and bills, making payment for a service, purchasing crypto assets and more. The APP will also have premium features and the profit proceeds from transaction fees and other premium subscription charges will be proportionately shared with IDEAVIS COIN owners.
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IDEAVIS COIN PRODUCTS AND FEATURES
3. IDEAVIS COIN INVESTMENT CORRIDOR - The Ideavis coin Ecosystem Features a unique and dedicated Investment Corridor that brings an exclusive opportunity for all IDEAVIS COIN users to channelize their crypto assets and benefit from investing in popular and performing projects and startups. The Investment Corridor is developed as a window or a gateway for making investments in multiple projects as users will be able to choose from all featured projects and will also
be able to share new projects with other community members on the platform. The profits from the investments which will be a cumulative profit aggregated
from profits generated by the projects, will be shared proportionately with IDEAVIS COIN owners.
The Investment Corridor comes with exclusive features like AI-based portfolio management, tracking project development, getting updates about top performing
and all new and upcoming projects and more. A unique advantage of investing through IDEAVIS COIN INVESTMENT CORRIDOR is that with minimum and split
investment users will be able to get the maximum returns. Let’s say John wants to invest in X ICO. Now let’s take a look at the challenges that John faces in participating in an ICO pre or private sale where the maximum benefits are on offer:
Because most ICOs and projects offer best bonus and benefits to top investors John has to miss the boat because he has limited funds.
The project is in high demand and before John’s participation funds were processed the sale was already over. Ethereum’s based GNOSIS ICO sale was over in
minutes and despite having required funds many users could not participate in the ICO and eventually missed what could have been great opportunity. Also,
many popular startup projects have had their tokens sold out in minutes leaving very little chance for an average investor to be a part of a premium project.
There are a ton of scam projects that offer unrealistic profits and lure cryptocurrency users promising lucrative returns. To weed out such ponzi schemes and fixate
on a more genuine project demands some technical and analytical skill that John lacks as he is not very acquainted with cryptocurrencies and Blockchain.
These are but few challenges facing John, an average medium investor looking to benefit from investing in new projects.
This is where the IDEAVIS COIN INVESTMENT CORRIDOR helps John and all such investors:
With a community driven investment corridor users will not miss on priority-based opportunities like pre sale and private sale as combined investment will fetch
them the same proportionate benefits despite minimum investment. In simple terms, most investment opportunities will be in reach of IDEAVIS COIN users.
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IDEAVIS COIN PRODUCTS
AND FEATURES
The IDEAVIS COIN investments and processes are executed by our
experts who monitor the entire investment process ensuring the transactions are duly processed so that users don’t miss on any opportunity.
Moreover, IDEAVIS COIN INVESTMENT CORRIDOR will have featured
projects that will provide dedicated investment windows for IDEAVIS
COIN users along with exclusive and special benefits and perks.
Investing through IDEAVIS Investment Corridor users will have more
control over their Investment portfolio and with free and seamless
access to advanced tools for portfolio management users will be able to
track their investment, analyze the profits, get updates about the project
development with timelier information about new projects and opportunities.
Most importantly, all projects listed on the IDEAVIS COIN INVESTMENT
CORRIDOR will have to go through a strict vetting process that includes
a thorough analyses of the project, it’s profitability speculation, and all
relevant details shared on the platform. Also, the users will be able to
discuss projects making the entire process highly transparent and
secure for all IDEAVIS COIN users.
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TECH SPECS: WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
The concept behind creating IDEAVIS COINS is to make an alternative currency which in addition to retaining advantages such as decentralization, transparency,
quicker transaction processing, enhanced security and more that are attributed to blockchain based applications (like cryptocurrency) also provides for a continuous passive source of income to its users - and in the process contributes to expanding the crypto community by providing a meaningful investment opportunity
to all users irrespective of physical constraints of geographical boundaries. With a clear and defined profit sharing model IDEAVIS Coin aims at securing the
investments in cryptocurrencies by making it literally immune to market price fluctuations while opening a host of premium investment opportunities through its
innovative Investment Corridor . Also, it provides for active role playing in decision making to further the reach and returns generated by the IDEAVIS COINS.
To give shape to this idea there could have been no better alternative than capitalizing on the revolutionary Blockchain technology.
The IDEAVIS COINS are developed as a decentralized and open source cryptocurrency which means all users on the platform will be able to verify the ledgers
and every transaction that is initiated and validated in the network. This allows IDEAVIS users to have greater control as there is no central authority that fully commands the operationional aspects of the Ideavis coins. Being an open- source platform one can easily verify, contribute, and join the network.
Moreover, with the Blockchain technology IDEAVIS COINS are highly scalable in terms of infrastructure which means that regardless of the high volume of transactions the processing speed and security will not be compromised. Traditional options to create and support such ecosystems have significant drawbacks on top
of being centralized and less transparent entities. Also, the costs of maintaining the infrastructure and transaction processing would be significantly higher. With
blockchain the IDEAVIS COINS can stay afloat offering a negligible transaction processing charge (almost free to its users) and with high volume still manage
to register considerable profits, a significant percentage of which will be proportionately distributed with its users.
Furthermore, with no interference of any central authority it saves its users from unnecessary paperworks and bureaucratic hassles which they would be facing
in the event of using traditional investment methods. The IDEAVIS COINS allows complete anonymity of its users as they do not have to share their important
personal details to join the IDEAVIS ecosystem. The exclusive IDEAVIS wallet provides for a simple username of choice and no further personal or account/business identification details will be ever asked for.
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IDEAVIS COIN ICO
The IDEAVIS COIN ICO will be a two phase event including a ICO
presale sale followed by IDEAVIS COIN ICO crowdsale.
Details of the IDEAVIS COIN ICO:
The total supply of IDEAVIS COINS is limited to a maximum of 14,
000,000,000 IDEAVIS COINS
A total of 4,000,000,000 Ideavis COINS will be made available for
sale during the ICO
10,000,000,000 IDEAVIS COINS remain with the corporate Ideavision
entity.
A total of 4,000,000,000 IDEAVIS COINS are to be sold during the
ICO presaleand crowdsale respectively
The ICO presale will be held starting 20.02.2021 until 21.04.2021.
The price of 1 IDEAVIS COIN is fixed at $0.02 USD for the ICO
Presale The Accepted currencies are BTC (Bitcoins) and ETH
(Ethereum’s Ether tokens)
Minimum investment amount required to participate in ICO presale is
$1 USD worth of BTC or ETH
Ideavis Coin Characteristics
Name: IDEAVIS COIN
Symbol: IVC
Circulating Supply: 14,000,000,000
Max Supply: 39.000.000.000
Mining: Yes
Algorithm: Scrypt
Block reward: /
Block time: /
POW: 100% POW
Reward half: /
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IDEAVIS COIN ADVANTAGES
Earn Rewards and benefits: All Ideavis Coin users having a minimum of $3000 USD and above worth of Ideavis Coins will be entitled to benefits shared proportionately from the profits generated in line with a fixed profit sharing model.
No Restrictions withdrawal: The Ideavis Coin users have no restriction on withdrawal of funds, however, as all profits are calculated and distributed on a monthly
basis any withdrawal before a 30-day period will disqualify the user from getting any benefits or rewards for that month. All benefits and rewards are credited
on 15th of each month.
Community based: Ideavis Coin ecosystem is highly community-based where Ideavis coin users can interact and share ideas and opportunities with other users.
Decide the future: All Ideavis Coin users play an active role in deciding the course of Ideavis Coin and also have their say in all corporate decision making. The
users and community members have full control and can decide the future of Ideavis Coins.
Open Source Software: The Ideavis Coin software (wallet) is open source, hence, it’s security can be verified.
Ultra-Fast Transactions: Ideavis Coins make use of the advanced Blockchain technology and the transactions in the network are ultra-fast and users can make
multiple fund transfers all across the globe within seconds.
Decentralized Ledgers: The Ideavis Platform is fully decentralized which means that all users have full access to the distributed and decentralized ledgers. This
makes the entire ecosystem highly transparent as all users can see the transactions, the profit distribution and all records at one place anytime, from anywhere.
Free Transactions: Ideavis Coin users do not have to pay any transaction fee within the network.
Anonymity: Ideavis Coin guarantees a complete anonymity to its users. Ideavis Coin users do not have to share their identity whatsoever.
Highly secure: IDEAVIS COIN is an encrypted, decentralized digital currency that is being transmitted between high-security peers. It ́s acknowledged by a trusted
public general ledger and operated by the blockchain database. This ensures that the data is not being transmitted via a separate server. Therefore, all transactions are stored in a secure log.
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THE TEAM
Behind Ideavis Coins we are a dedicated lot of performance-driven
industry experts with years of experience and specialization. We are a
lean and diverse team with a proven track record of successful contributions in our respective fields.
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CONCLUSION
This IDEAVIS Coin White paper was created to give a complete overview of the IDEAVIS Coin focusing on its key features, infrastruc-ture,
products, and adopted mechanisms that make Ideavis Coin unique in terms of an ICO investment opportunity. While this docu-ment by no
means is a solicitation or invitation to invest in IDEAVIS coins it serves as a detailed guide about the revolutionary and rewarding IDEAVIS
coins to all potential IDEAVIS Coin users, ICO participants, and cryptocurrency users and investors in general.
A thorough analysis and an in depth comparative study of various cryptocurrencies and trends dominating the markets suggest that there are
a number of complications and challenges that are constricting to both new and seasoned investors. In this whitepaper we have identified
those challenges and complexities and a better and improved solution is presented in the form of Ideavis Coin which we have categorically
determined to be ultra-secure, highly profitable, transparent, and easy-to-manage cryptocurrency. Ide-avis coins are futuristic and way ahead
of its time.
Furthermore, the Ideavis Coin is fully scalable, thanks to the latest technologies powering the IDEAVIS COIN ecosystem and its pro-prietary
features such as mining and investment which are a truly agile, cost-effective and easy-to-use tool that can meet the needs of a person, such
as financial freedom from passive income with increasing ROI regardless of their COI (Country of origin), technical competence, or social
status.
The IDEAVIS Coin ICO is also a welcoming and two-phase transparent event with minimum participation requirement $1 USD
making it accessible for all institutional, small and medium investors. In face of the evolving market dynamics, given its advanced
features including a defined revenue distribution mechanism and community-based decision making systems, Ideavis Coin has all
the potential to disrupt the Fintech industry and become a major player with an effective role in shaping the future of the cryptocurrency
market.
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